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This report documents the results from a wind tunnel test of a 1/6th scale
Variable Diameter Tiltrotor (VDTR). This test was a joint effort of NASA
Ames and Sikorsky Aircraft. The objective was to evaluate the aeroelastic
and performance characteristics of the VDTR in conversion, hover, and
cruise. The rotor diameter and nacelle angle of the model were remotely
changed to represent tiltrotor operating conditions. Data is presented
showing the propulsive force required in conversion, blade loads, angle of
attack stability and simulated gust response, and hover and cruise
performance. This test represents the first wind tunnel test of a variable
diameter rotor applied to a tiltrotor concept. The results confirm some of
the potential advantages of the VDTR and establish the variable diameter
rotor a viable candidate for an advanced tiltrotor.
This wind tunnel test successfully demonstrated the feasibility of the
Variable Diameter Rotor for tiitrotor aircraft. A wide range of test points
were taken in hover, conversion, and cruise modes. The concept was
shown to have a number of advantages over conventional tiltrotors such as
reduced hover downwash with lower disk loading and significantly
reduced longitudinal gust response in cruise.
In the conversion regime, a high propulsive force was demonstrated for
sustained flight with acceptable blade loads. The VDTR demonstrated
excellent gust response capabilities. The horizontal gust response
correlated well with predictions revealing only half the response to
turbulence of the conventional civil tiltrotor.
INTRODUCTION
This report documents the wind tunnel test of a semi-span variable-
diameter tilt rotor model• The purpose of this testing was to evaluate
aeroelastic and performance characteristics of the variable-diameter tilt
rotor in hover, forward flight, and in the conversion between these two
regimes while the rotor underwent both tilt and diameter change• In
addition, stability derivatives, control power, and gust response
characteristics were explored.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
A semi-span variable-diameter tilt rotor model (Figure 1) is scaled to one-
sixth of a nominal 30-passenger civil tilt rotor aircraft design (Figure 2)
and is similar in concept and construction to the rotor design previously
tested successfully in the compound/stowed rotor regime, with some
mechanical modifications to accommodate a gimbal hub (Ref. 1). This
model is aeroelastically scaled for accurate blade flatwise, edgewise and
torsion response at one-half of full-scale tip speed. Full-scale tip speed for
this rotor design is 680 fps.
!
Figure 1. Variable Diameter Tiltrotor Model
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Figure 2. Schematic of a Civil VDTR Transport
The three-bladed rotor system has a maximum extended rotor diameter
of 8.2 ft and a minimum retracted rotor diameter of 5.4 ft which
corresponds to a 34 percent diameter reduction. Rotor construction applies
state-of-the-art blade fabrication techniques as well as incorporates a
proven design jackscrew retraction/extension mechanism. The blades were
fabricated principally from carbon fiber, fiberglass, and foam. Segmented
tungsten counterweights were installed in the leading edge of the blade to
obtain quarter chord balance. The rotor blades utilize a tapered tip
outboard of the 85 percent extended blade radius, cambered airfoils, and
31° twist.
The major components which comprise the variable diameter blade include
the torque tube, the outboard blade section, the jackscrew, the nut
assembly and the tension straps. The torque tube carries the blade
bending moments to the hub structure and transmits blade pitch motion.
Furthermore, it provides a track on which to slide the outer blade. The
3
outer blade section provides the major portion of the rotor thrust and the
torque tube has a cambered cross section to maximize its contribution to
rotor thrust. The VDTR model blade design is illustrated in Figure 3.
Straps
Torque
tube
Nut
\
Outboard
blade
Jackscrew
Figure 3. Model Blade Design Schematic
A simple and reliable jackscrew arrangement is located within the torque
tube structure to accommodate diameter variation. Rotation of this
jackscrew imparts a linear extension or retraction to the nut assembly, and
through a series of tension straps, to the tip of the outer blade. The
extension/retraction mechanism controls the position of the outer blade
section and carries all the centrifugal force of the blade except that
generated by the torque tube. A redundant strap located in the center of
the jackscrew is incorporated as a safety feature. The redundant strap is
capable of withstanding over three times the full centrifugal force of the
blade at normal RPM. The jackscrew and torque tube are restrained at
the blade root end by a cuff assembly which contains the bearing packages
that accommodate blade pitch and jackscrew rotation.
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The model's gimballed hub is illustrated in Figure 4. The model had a
simplified actuation mechanism for the jackscrew gears using an electrical
motor, mounted under the rotor's aerodynamic spinner, to actuate the
jackscrew mechanism for blade extension and retraction. This reversible
motor had a braking mechanism built in to provide rapid start-up and
stopping of the jackscrews. A universal joint linked the root end of the
jackscrew to the pinion gear and accommodated 1.5 degrees of precone as
well as a prelag of approximately 0.4 in. A conventional swashplate
control system was utilized consisting of rotating pushrods, scissors,
swashplate assembly, and stationary actuators. Rotor torque was delivered
via a mechanical link torque drive. Three links were used to provide a
constant speed universal joint action for the gimbal. Flexibility is built into
these links with elastomeric shims to accommodate their extension and
compression as the shaft rotates with gimbal tilt. These elastomeric shims
are sized to accommodate steady loads due to drive torque as well as
vibratory loads imposed by extension and compression of the links during
gimbal tilt. To provide the desired gimbal hub stiffness twelve steel loop
springs were arranged around the azimuth of the hub. The model hub was
mounted directly to a six-component rotating balance on the rotor drive
shaft.
Torque Drive Link
Gimbal Spring_
II Ill _
e Actuation Motor
Blade
Figure 4. Model Hub Schematic
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Model Frame and Drive System
The model frame consisted of a semi-span test rig representing a fuselage
with a rigid wing supporting a nacelle which accommodated the rotor's
tilting degree of freedom. A reflection plane was mounted on the aircraft
plane of symmetry as illustrated in Figure 5. A 30 HP hydraulic motor
mounted in the stand pipe drove the rotor system through a drive shaft.
The drive shaft passed through the wing to the tilting nacelle at the wing
tip. The wing was essentially rigid so that experimental investigation
could concentrate on the dynamics and performance of the rotor alone.
!
View from Control Room Window
!
i
/ Viewdown _
/ Tunnel Test Section_
y
Reflection Plane
Figure 5. VDTR Model Installation in the LSWT
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The United Technologies Research Center Large Subsonic Wind Tunnel
(LSWT) illustrated in Figure 6 is a single return, closed throat facility with
three interchangeable test sections consisting of 8 and 18 foot octagonal
sections and a 10x15 foot rectangular section. Maximum speeds are near
sonic in the 8 foot test section, approximately 175 knots in the 18 foot test
section, and approximately 290 knots in the 10x15 foot test section. The
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subject test used the 18 foot test section at a maximum speed of 161 knots.
The tunnel is run at atmospheric stagnation pressure and the stagnation
temperature is maintained between 60 and 140 degrees F by means of
large air exchanger valves in the circuit. A six-component null seeking
electrical balance is located in the balance chamber beneath the test
section floor and balance loads are resolved about a point at the center of
the test section.
Figure 6. UTRC LSWT Facility
DATA ACOUISITION AND PROCESSING
Data acquisition and processing for this test was provided by a
combination of several systems. The UTRC Wind Tunnel Steady-State
System was used to set wind tunnel operating conditions and to acquire
data from the wind tunnel balance. This balance measured the time-
averaged forces and moments of the combination of the rotor plus nacelle
plus wing. These measurements did not take into account aerodynamic
forces and moments on the fuselage. The UTRC Unsteady Aerodynamics
Data System was used to acquire and process data from the model
instrumentation.
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Analog signal conditioning was provided by a 64 channel Sikorsky
NEFF system. All signals were low-pass filtered by the NEFF to avoid
aliasing. As shown by the amplitude and phase transfer functions in
Figures 7a&b, the filters had a cutoff frequency of 183 Hz. Time resolved
unsteady data were acquired for the 43 channels shown in Table 1. The
signals were digitized at a rate of 32 samples/rotor revolution, a rate of
approximately 420 Hz at the design RPM of 792. Data acquisition was
clocked by a shaft optical encoder and synchronized by a one per
revolution pulse. The synchronizing pulse occurred when blade one, the
strain gage instrumented blade, was right horizontal (0 deg azimuth) in the
cruise position (0 deg nacelle tilt). Because the optical encoder was located
below the transmission, its position relative to the blade changed with
nacelle tilt. In the hover position (90 deg nacelle tilt) the synchronizing
pulse occurred when blade one was pointed down at -45 deg azimuth.
This shift was corrected for in the data system software for all ensemble
averaged signals. (Note that unaveraged ASCII data files and resulting
FFT phase printouts do not account for this shift. It is simply tabulated for
each data point.) At each test point, the measured channels were
simultaneously sampled for 64 contiguous rotor revolutions, using a 15 bit
Preston GMAD-1A analog-to-digital converter.
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Figure 7a. NEFF Filter Phase Response
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Figure 7b. NEFF Filter Amplitude Response
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01
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03
Table 1. Acquired Unsteady Signals for the VDTR Model
Name
BALANCE FX
BALANCE FY
BALANcE__Z
0 4 BALANCE_MX
0 5 BALANCE_MY
0 6 BALANCE_MZ
ACCEL_XI07
Description
Rotor Balance
Fx
Rotor Balance
Fy
Rotor Balance
Fz
Rotor Balance
Mx
Rotor Balance
My
Rotor Balance
Mz
Gearbox
Accelerometer
Location
Balance
Center
Balance
Center
Balance
Center
Units
lb
lb
lb
Balance ft-lb
Center
ft-lbBalance
Center
Balance
Center
x=-0.95,
y=1.35, z=2.1
inch
ft-lb
g
9
#
08
09
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Table 1 (Continued).
Acquired Unsteady Signals for the VDTR Model
Name Description
ACCEL_Y2 Gearbox
Accelerometer
ACCEL_Z3
ACCEL_X4
ACCEL_Y5
ACCEL_Z6
ROTOR_DIA
PITCH
PUSHROD1
PUSHROD2
PUSHROD3
ACTUATORI
ACTUATOR2
ACTUATOR3
SWASHP_COL
SWASHP_A 1S
SWASHP_B 1S
Gearbox
Accelerometer
Gearbox
Accelerometer
Gearbox
Accelerometer
Gearbox
Accelerometer
Rotor Diameter
Blade 1 pitch
wrt Gimbal
Pushrod for
Blade 1
Pushrod for
Blade 2
Pushrod for
Blade 3
Swashplate
actuator #1
Swashplate
actuator #2
Swashplate
actuator #3
Swashpl.
Collective
(Meas.)
Swashpl. Cyclic
A1S (Meas.)
Swashpl. Cyclic
B 1S (Meas.)
Location
x=-1.35, y=-
.95, z=2.1
inch
x= 1.40,
y=1.40,
z=2.03
_= 1.60,
y=0.90,
z=-2.9
_= 1.20,
y=0.50,
z=-2.9
x=-1.75,
y-1.72,
z=-3.4
units
g
g
g
g
g
%
deg +nose up
lb +tension
lb
lb
in +extend
in
in
deg +nose up
deg
deg.
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#
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
Table 1 (Completed).
Acquired Unsteady Signals for the VDTR Model
Name
GIMBALI
GIMBAL2
GIMBAL3
NACELLE_T
STR_FLT_0492
STR_EDG_0492
STR_TOR_0492
STR_FLT_ 1230
STR_EDG_1230
STR_TOR_ 1230
STR_FLT_ 1968
STR_EDG_1968
STR_TOR_ 1968
STR_FLT_2608
STR_EDG_2608
STR_TOR_3198
STR_FLT_3690
STR_EDG_3690
RPMUNST
Description
Gimbal Tilt at
Blade 1
Gimbal Tilt at
Blade 2
Gimbal Tilt at
Blade 3
Nacelle Tilt
Blade 1 strain
gage
Blade 1 strain
gage
Blade 1 strain
gage
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Blade 1 strain
gage,
Rotor RPM
Location
Flatwise
r=4.92in.
Edgewise
r=4.92in
Torsion
r=4.92in.
Flatwise,
r=12.30in.
Edgewise,
r=12.30in.
Torsion,
r=12.30in.
Flatwise,
r=19.68in.
Edgewise,
r=19.68in.
Torsion,
r=19.68in.
Flatwise,
r=26.08in.
Edgewise,
r=26.08in.
Torsion,
r=31.98in.
Flatwise,
r=36.90in.
Edgewise,
r=36.90in.
Units
deg. +flap up
deg. +flap up
deg. +flap up
deg.
in-lb +up
in-lb +aft
in-lb +nose
up
in-lb +up
in-lb +aft
in-lb +nose
up
in-lb +up
in-ib +aft
in-lb +nose
up
in-lb +up
in-lb +aft
in-lb +nose
up
in-lb +up
in-lb +aft
RPM
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A second A-D system was used to acquire steady parameters, which
included the wind tunnel total and static pressures, total temperature,
dewpoint, rotor RPM, and the internal pressure of the model nacelle. This
data acquisition was controlled by a Perkin Elmer (now Concurrent
Computer) 3230 processor. The computer was configured with 16 MB of
internal memory, 1200 MB of disk storage, a 6250 BPI 9-track tape drive,
10 terminal lines, a text printer, and a graphics laser printer. The data
acquisition software consisted of eleven individual program running
simultaneously and communicating by means of shared memory and inter-
task messages. Data were acquired by two separate programs. The
TRIMSAFE program ran throughout the test, acquiring short bursts of data
and displaying them on screens at the pilot's station and at the data
acquisition station. The displayed information was used to set test
conditions and ensure that safety limits were not exceeded. The ACQUIRE
program controlled acquisition of data points. For each of the more than
1200 data points, the digitized data was stored on disc, archived to
magnetic tape, and processed for on-line display. Many of the on-line
applications used the 32 sample ensemble average formed by averaging
the samples acquired at the same azimuth during the 64 rotor revolutions.
The acquired data channels are listed in Table 1. Blade angles relative to
the gimbal were measured by a pitch potentiometer on blade 1 (identified
as PITCH in Table 1). The swashplate angles (SWASHP_COL, _A1S, _B1S)
describe the swashplate position in the fixed frame. A correction is
applied to the averaged measured blade pitch potentiometer and
swashplate collectives to obtain the collective at 75% of the current rotor
diameter, since the unsteady signals (PITCH and SWASHP_COL) are
calibrated in terms of 75% of the maximum rotor diameter. The correction
is equal to 0.284 deg per % that the diameter is less than 100%. The
individual swashplate actuator positions were also measured and recorded
at ACTUATOR1, 2, and 3. Potentiometers were also used to measure the
instantaneous nacelle tilt (NACELLE_T) and rotor diameter (ROTOR_DIA).
The rotor diameter pot suffered from severe slippage, so the rotor
diameter was usually entered manually into the data acquisition system.
Three gimbal tilt potentiometers (identified as GIMBAL1, 2, 3 in Table 1)
indicate the flapping motion of the hub at each blade. The hub is
perpendicular to the shaft when all three gimbal tilts are zero. A positive
reading corresponds to flapping up at the blade. The gimbal tilts were
resolved into the x and y balance axes (Fig. 8a) to obtain GIMBAL_X_ROT
and GIMBAL_Y_ROT, shown in Table 2. GIMBAL X FIX and
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GIMBAL_Y_FIX represent the fixed frame gimbal position. A positive
GIMBAL_X corresponds to a flap up of the balance x axis. GIMBAL_Z_SUM
is the sum of the GIMBALI,2,3, and should remain zero for perfect
calibration and without drift. When nonzero, it illustrates the degree of
accuracy in the gimbal tilt measurements. GIMBAL_BETA (Table 2) is the
same as GIMBAL1 (Table 1), and is the flapping motion of the reference
instrumented blade.
F:¥
Figure 8a. Rotating Hub Shaft Axes Convention
Table 2 . Computed Unsteady Signals for the VDTR Model.
#
O1
02
03
04
O5
Name
FX HUB_ROT
FY_HUB_ROT
F-Z_HUB_ROT
MX_HUB_ROT
06
07 FX_HUB__IX
08 FY_HUB_ROT
MY_HUB_ROT
MZ_HUB_ROT
Description
Fx, Rotating Sys,
Hub axes
Fy
Fz
Mx
My
Mz
Fx, Fixed System,
Hub Axes
Fy
Units
lb
lb
lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
lb
lb
13
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Table 2 (Continued).
Computed Unsteady Signals for the VDTR Model.
me
ROT
MX_aUB_ROT
MYHUBROT
MZ_HUB_ROT
GIMBAL_Z_SUM
GIMBAL_X_ROT
GIMBAL_Y_ROT
GIMBAL_X_FIX
GIMBAL_Y_FIX
GIMBAL_BETA
ACCEL_AX
ACCF.! =AY
ACC_J ._AZ
A RX
ACUvJ =RY
ACCFI _RZ
ACC  .£ G_AX
ACX_:Et=G_AY
ACO'I ._G_AZ
A _G_RX
Fz lb
Mx ft-lb
My ft-lb
Mz ft-lb
GIMBALI+GIMB deg
AL2+GIMBAL3
Gimbal Tilt of x d eg
axis, Rotating Sys
Gimbal Tilt of y de g
axis, Rotating Sys
Gimbal Tilt of x d eg
axis, Fixed
System
Gimbal Tilt of y d eg
axis, Fixed
System
Blade 1 Flapping deg
Angle
=GIMBAL1)
x axis trans, g
accel, nacelle
axes
y axis g
z axis
x axis rotational
acceleration
y axis
z axis
x axis trans.
accel, 81obal axes
y axis
z axis
x axis rotational
acceleration
y axis
z axis
rad/sec2
rad/sec2
rad/sec2
g
8
rad/sec2
rad/sec2
rad/sec2
14
#
31
32
33
34
35
36
Table 2 (Completed).
Computed Unsteady Signals for the VDTR Model.
Name
DISPL_G_AX
DISPL_G_AY
DISPL_G_AZ
DISPL_G_RX
DISPL_G_RY
DISPL_G_RZ
Description
x axis trans
displacement,
51obal axes
y axis
z axis
x axis rotational
displacement
y axis
z axis
Units
in.
in.
in.
deg
In addition to measuring the averaged rotor RPM as part of the
steady-state acquisition system, the time variation of the RPM was
determined by counting the number of 1024 per revolution pulses every
0.1 seconds during acquisition of each data point. This information was
converted into an equivalent sequence of RPM values at each data
acquisition time and inserted as an additional acquired unsteady signal,
RPMUNST.
A rotating balance was installed between the rotor shaft and the rotor hub
to measure rotor forces and moments in three directions. The balance
element load data (BALANCE_FX...BALANCE_MZ in Table 1) represent the
loads measured by each strain gage bridge in engineering units (lb or ft-
lb), in the balance axes system (Fig. 8b), resolved to the balance center,
and with sensitivities based upon check loads performed with the model
installed in the wind tunnel. The balance element loads are relative to the
'zero' loads measured at zero wind velocity, zero rotor RPM, and with the
blades at the 'reference position', blade 1 right horizontal. The balance
element loads are transformed into the rotating hub loads by applying two
matrices. The first is the balance element interaction matrix, which was
supplied by the manufacturer, and is approximately diagonal. The second
is the resolving point transfer matrix, which converts from internal
balance axes to standard Sikorsky axes, as shown in Fig. 8a, and evaluates
the loads at the rotor hub center, 4.2 in. up the shaft from the balance.
Rotor gravity tares (approximately 22 lb of Fy force in the fixed frame)
were subtracted from the rotating Fx and Fy balance loads, producing the
loads listed in Table 2 as FX_HUB_ROT...MZ_HUB_ROT. These loads were
converted from the rotating to fixed frame, producing the loads listed in
Table 2 as FX_HUB_FIX...MZ_HUB_FIX.
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Balance
Fx
instrumented
Blade
Fy
Fz
Figure 8b. Rotating Balance Element Axes Convention
The fixed frame loads were time-averaged over the revolution.
Aerodynamic tares for all six components were subtracted at this stage,
giving fixed frame rotor loads in the shaft axis system, resolved to the
rotor hub. The aerodynamic tares were based on loads measured for the
spinning hub without blades. For nonzero nacelle angles (hover and
transition modes), the tares were obtained by interpolation of measured
loads at nacelle angles between 0 and 90 deg, and were scaled by wind
tunnel dynamic pressure. At zero nacelle angle (cruise mode), the tares
were obtained by interpolation of measured loads over the entire range of
wind tunnel dynamic pressure. Measured loads on the three push rods
(blade pitch links) were added to the shaft thrust, Fz, measured by the
rotor balance to obtain the rotor thrust.
The basic set of six time-averaged forces and moments in the fixed frame
shaft axis system, shown in Fig. 8a, were also transferred to several other
axes. Gimbal axis forces (MX_GIM...MZ_GIM, Figure 8c) were obtained
parallel to the average gimbal tilt by translating the resolving point
because the gimbal is 1.662 in. down the shaft from the hub, and rotating
the loads parallel to the gimbal. Control axis forces (T_FORCE, H_FORCE, and
Y_FORCE) were obtained by rotating the loads parallel to the measured
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swashplate angles. Wind axis loads (LIFT, DRAG, SIDE FORCE and
MOMENTS, Figure 8d) were obtained by rotating the shaft axis loads
parallel to the corrected wind direction. The wind tunnel wall correction
angle was based on a uniform downwash velocity computed from
momentum theory. The wind axis loads were also translated to the
fuselage reference point used by the wind tunnel balance.
A correction to the wind tunnel static pressure to account for solid and
wake blockage of the model and support system was computed, and all
wind tunnel conditions were revised accordingly. Nondimensional load
coefficients using both helicopter and propeller terminology were
computed from the measured loads and operating conditions. Helicopter
load parameters included CT/a, CQ/a, CL/o, etc., with a corrected for the
current rotor diameter. Also computed were figure of merit in hover, and
the lift to equivalent drag ratio and rotor propulsive force coefficient in
forward flight modes. Propeller parameters included thrust, torque, and
power coefficients, and the propulsive efficiency.
Fz
Mz
S_haft ...Axis Fx
Gimbal ___'__Mx
My '_
Rotor Hub_ \
Fy
Figure 8c. Hub Gimbal Axes Convention
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Figure 8d. Hub Wind Axes Convention
MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
Fourteen blade strain gages were monitored during the test. As listed in
Table 1, flatwise, edgewise, and torsional loads were measured at six
locations on a single blade, number 1. Sensitivities were determined by
applying physical loads to the installed blade. All measurements were
relative to the steady 'zero' loads at the reference position, blade 1
horizontal. No corrections were applied to account for load interactions
between the gages or for blade deflections during calibration.
Model accelerations were measured using six accelerometers mounted on
the nacelle gearbox (transmission). The individual accelerometer outputs
are listed in Table 1 as ACCEL_X1...ACCEL_Z2. The location of each
accelerometer is also given in Table 1, and the accelerometer coordinate
system is shown in Figure 9a. The origin of coordinates is the intersection
of the rotor shaft axis and the shaft tilt axis. Note that these axes differ
from the balance axes, Figures 8a-d, in both location and labelling. From
the six individual outputs, translational and rotational accelerations about
each axis can be computed, as listed in Table 2 (ACCEL_AX...ACCEL_RZ).
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These accelerations were further rotated from the nacelle coordinate
system (which rotates with the nacelle) to a global coordinate system
(Figure 9b), where the z axis always points forward (global and nacelle
coordinates match at zero nacelle angle). These accelerations are listed as
ACCEL_G_AX...ACCEL_G_RZ in Table 2. Model displacements were obtained
from the global accelerations by double integration in the time domain.
For the ensemble averaged data, a centered second order difference
equation was solved subject to conditions of periodicity and zero average
displacement. For unaveraged data, a time-marching Runge-Kutta
approach was used, starting an initial condition of zero velocity and
displacement, and then subtracting out the averaged velocity and
displacement at the end. This approach was not fully satisfactory, since
very small amplitude accelerations at low frequency often produce much
larger displacements than the higher frequency components of interest. A
digital filtering technique to eliminate the lower frequencies was
implemented, but not extensively used because of the large amount of
computer processing time required.
Y, ay
r x X, ax
_ Nacelle
/
[ ,xis
Z, az
Figure 9a. Gearbox Accelerometer Coordinates
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Y, ay
,_ry
!
Gearbox
rz • rx
X, 8X
Figure 9b. Global Accelerometer Coordinates
The unaveraged data files were made available at the conclusion of each
test point for use by the Sikorsky-developed Transient Spectral Stability
Analysis (TSSA) program, which could display both time and frequency
domain plots of any acquired (Table 1) or computed (Table 2) channel, and
which could also use a moving block analysis to determine damping
coefficients for modes of interest.
Several other plotting and printout programs were also used to examine
the acquired data. Performance data were plotted by the program
PERFTILT. After each point it updated video screens containing
performance coefficient data. Time histories and spectra of individual
acquired and computed quantities could be displayed using program
PLOTTILT. A printout of each set of test conditions was generated by
program TILTPRIN. This printout contained test conditions, averaged
performance data, and tables of the mean, peak-to-peak, and Fourier
amplitude and phase of selected quantities. This information could also be
transferred using a serial line to a personal computer (IBM 486
compatible) and imported into the EXCEL spread-sheet software
package.
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TEST PROCEDURE_;
Check loading was performed before and after the test for the model's
internal rotating balance and blade gages. Gravity tares and aerodynamic
hub tares were taken prior to testing. The tare data generated for the
model's rotating balance was automatically processed during the test data
acquisition. For the tunnel balance, gravity static moment variation (SMV)
tares were acquired in the form of polynomial fitted curves for each model
tilt/yaw angle combination as required whenever the model center of
gravity was altered. For all SMV runs, start zeroes were acquired with the
model at zero degrees tilt and yaw angle. The SMV pitching and rolling
moment tare data were acquired over a range of model tilt angles at each
fixed yaw angle as dictated by the angle schedules of the planned
subsequent data runs. A curve fit procedure was then used to obtain the
best fit and to obtain, in this case, the polynomial curve coefficients which
were used in the wind tunnel steady state data reduction program.
At the start of any run, data system zeroes were taken and the model run
up to a nominal thrust level. The model was then shut down and zeroes
taken again for comparison. The model and tunnel were then set to the
apppropriate test condition as established by the test plan or the NASA test
conductor. Data was acquired by both the model's Perkin Elmer dynamic
data system and the tunnel's steady state data system when the model was
established at a stable condition.
This wind tunnel test plan was organized to maximize the number of test
points for the allotted 40 hour wind tunnel occupancy period. For any
given series of test points, commanded control changes were varied prior to
changing the tunnel velocity. This is because tunnel velocity stabilization
could take up to several minutes, and so velocity changes were minimized.
A full range of tunnel velocities were planned for each rotor diameter
condition. Rotor diameter changes were kept to a minimum because every
rotor diameter change required a tunnel shutdown to accommodate
rewiring of the outboard blade strain gages. Eventually, some test points
were taken with the outboard gages disconnected after the operating
envelope was cleared for the outboard blade loads.
The model was shut down at convenient points throughout the test for
inspection of its mechanical, hydraulic and electrical components.
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DATA ACOUIRED AND ANALYSIS
Nondimensionalization Convention
It was necessary to adopt certain conventions in presenting the data since
the rotor diameter was a variable during this test. The interpretation of
rotor force measurements required an unconventional means of
nondimensionalization because the rotor diameter varied throughout
conversion. This changes the rotor solidity which is normally a constant in
rotor performance coefficients. In order to directly compare rotor
coefficients regardless of the rotor diameter configuration, performance
data here are nondiminsionalized using the fully extended values of radius
and solidity (R=49.2 inches and 0=.0856). An asterisk is utilized to denote
that this convention is being used. The advantage of using a common base
for the data is that direct comparisons of the extended blade conditions
(helicopter mode and early conversion) and retracted conditions (late
conversion and cruise) may be made.
proaulsive Force Enveloae
Significant data were acquired throughout the conversion corridor, as well
as for hover and cruise. Figure 10 illustrates the satisfactory range of test
points acquired during this test with a plot of nacelle tilt versus equivalent
full-scale airspeed. The full-scale airspeed is twice the tunnel velocity as a
result of the half tip-speed scaling. Also illustrated in this figure is the
demonstrated conversion corridor for both the XV-15 and the V-22
(Refs. 2, 3).
Physical limitations of the model control system resulted in our inability to
trim rotor flapping at high velocities and low nacelle tilt angles in
conversion. This is evidenced by the lack of points in conversion for
velocities beyond 125 knots. This was due to physical limitations of the
model control system and not due to any aerodynamic or dynamic
limitations of the VDTR. This was a result of physical interference between
the push rods and the rotor head which required the model to operate
within the cyclic pitch and gimbal tilt "potatoes" illustrated in Figure 11.
This limitation was specific to the current model configuration and will be
corrected in any future designs.
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Figure 12 illustrates the propulsive force measured in conversion in terms
of rotor (CL/o)* versus rotor (CD/a)* for equivalent full-scale velocities of
75, 100, 125 and 150 knots. Negative values of (CD/o)* here represent
positive propulsive force. Test data reveals that the model is fully
converted to the cruise configuration at 150 knots. Boundaries in the lower
right of the figure illustrate the limits of (CLIo)* and (CD/o)* required to
sustain flight in conversion for wing CL'S ranging from 0.5 to 1.5. These
are reasonable values for tiltrotor wing CL in conversion. For any point on
these boundaries, the (CLIo)* and (CD/o)* values represent components of
the total propulsive force required to sustain flight based on total vehicle
drag and wing contribution to lift. Each boundary line establishes
propulsive force required over a range of flight velocities. For the CL = 0.5
boundary, flight velocities range from 100 knots (upper boundary point) to
218 knots (fully converted for cruise). For the CL = 1.0 boundary, flight
velocities range from 100 knots (upper boundary point) to 154 knots (fully
converted for cruise). For the CL = 1.5 boundary, flight velocities range
from 100 knots (upper boundary point) to 126 knots (fully converted for
cruise). Test results reveal that the VDTR is capable of significantly higher
propulsive force than required for conversion.
I I
Test Oata Trend
,,... ..............._ Boundaries to Exceed
for Successful Conversion
& f
-0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.04
150kt
/
-0.03
Rotor (CD/(_)*
Figure 12. Propulsive Force Demonstrated by VDTR
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Model Dvnarni¢._
Rotor Properties
Rotor section properties are illustrated in Figures 13 21 for the fully
extended blade and torque tube structures. Model blade and torque tube
flatwise, edgewise, torsion, and axial stiffnesses are illustrated in Figures
13-16. Figure 17 presents the assembled blade spanwise weight
distribution. Radial distributions of the chordwise CG location and the
elastic axis location are illustrated in Figures 18 and 19, respectively.
Blade section torsional weight inertia is illustrated in Figure 20. Blade
twist and chord distributions are illustrated in Figures 21 and 22,
respectively.
For blade configurations other than the fully extended case, the
appropriate section property distributions are achieved by displacing the
blade section properties inboard relative to the torque tube section
properties. In the overlap region of the blade and torque tube (mid span)
the two structures' stiffnesses can be summed since the load path is
redundant for bending and torsion moments. Component weights are also
summed in the overlap region. Chordwise CG location will remain
coincident with the feathering axis (blade 1/4 chord) and the chordwise
elastic axis will fall between that of the outer blade and torque tube in the
overlap region of the two structures. Torsional weight inertia will sum in
the overlap region and twist will decrease linearly as the outboard blade
section telescopes inward over the torque tube structure.
Included in the weight distribution is an outer blade leading edge
counterweight which is installed to mass balance this outer blade about the
quarter chord and feathering axes. All the components are chordwise
symmetrical about the feathering axis except the tip block which retains
the tension straps (Figure 3). Thus, the entire blade is essentially mass
balanced about the quarter chord.
Model rotor hub section properties are listed separately in Table 3.
Flatwise, edgewise and axial stiffness as well as hub weight are listed for
the center hub section (hub center of rotation to a radial location of 1.05
inches) and for the hub pitch bearing assembly (radial location of 1.05
inches to 3.12 inches)
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Table 3. Model Rotor Hub Properties
Dist. from Center of Rot.
Elxx, lb-in2 xl06
Elyy, lb-in 2 xl06
EA, lb
Weight, lb/in
0"< r< 1.05"
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24
73.6
0.5
1.05" < r < 3.12"
0.729
0.729
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Blade Natural Frequencies
One of the design criteria for the model blade was for it to have dynamic
similarity to a representative full-scale rotor. Therefore, it was desired to
place the primary blade modes at the same non-dimensional frequencies
(P-orders) as the full-scale. The model blade was designed to have its first
flatwise and first edgewise cantilever natural frequencies at 1.3P and 1.6P,
respectively with the blade fully extended. These correspond to about 17
and 21 Hz at the normal operating speed of 792 rpm.
Beam analyses were used to calculate the blade natural frequencies. Since
the blade design incorporates 31 degrees of twist, analyses that don't make
small-angle assumptions were used. KTRAN, Sikorsky's generalized rotor
analysis program, was used to calculate the blade frequencies for the
fixed-root boundary conditions. Both rotating and non-rotating
frequencies were calculated at the maximum and minimum diameters.
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Model Blade Cantilever Natural Frequencies
NlOOe
Max Diameter
1 Flat
Non-Rotating
Calculated
(Hz)
7.8
1 Chord 19.6
1 Flat 44.4
1 Tors 1 06
Tap Test
(Hz)
6.8
Rotating
Calculated
(Hz)
15.8
Min Diameter
1 Flat 20.3 18.2 25.5
1 Chord 58.0 36.2 60.5
2 Flat 121 114 128
1 Tors 237 210 238
16.5 21.7
41.4 56.7
100 107
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Prior to testing the non-rotating blade natural frequencies were
determined by tap testing. The results of those tests are also shown in
Table 4 for comparison to the calculations. From this comparison it can be
seen that the measured frequencies are substantially lower than the
calculated ones. This is believed to be due to flexibility in the blade cuff
assemblies due to normal bearing manufacturing tolerances. The resulting
pitch bearing play permitted approximately 0.25 degrees of blade motion
with the rotor stationary and the blade unloaded.
Rig Wing Modes
After the rig was installed in the wind tunnel and before the blades were
installed a modal survey was conducted to identify the primary rig modes.
The model was impacted manually in various directions while a roving
accelerometer was used to measure the response with the nacelle at both
hover and cruise positions. The response was found to be the same for
both nacelle positions. The lowest frequency was found to be the wing
flatwise bending mode at 9.1 Hz. The wing chordwise bending mode was
found at 11.1 Hz and the wing torsion mode at 26.5 Hz. These results are
consistent with pro-test predictions, although the bending modes are lower
in frequency than expected. This is not surprising since an accurate
definition of the support structure was not available. An additional, less
dominant mode, was found at 12.8 Hz. The nature of this 12.8 Hz mode is
unknown.
With the blades installed (max diameter) and the model operating at 792
rpm additional shake testing was accomplished using hydraulic actuators
attached to the swash plate. This testing was performed with the nacelle
positioned in the hover configuration (90 dog). Here the wing flatwise
mode was found at 8.5 Hz and the chordwise mode at 10.3 Hz. The
uncharacterized mode was seen at 12.6 Hz.
Hub and Gimbal Mechanism
The three blades of this rotor were supported by a gimballed hub that had
both pitching and rolling degrees of freedom. The gimbal pivot point was
1.65 inches below (or aft of) the plane of the blades. Soft mechanical
springs were employed to provide static centering of the rotor. The overall
stiffness of these springs was approximately 1700 in-ibs/radian. The hub
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also supported the electric motor and drive mechanism used to retract the
blades. This added a substantial mass to the hub and moved its center of
gravity to a point about 1.26 inches above (forward of) the blade plane.
The weight of the gimballed portion of the hub was 11.2 pounds.
In addition to the freedom provided by the gimbal mechanism there was
also significant torsional flexibility in the drive train. This flexibility was
determined experimentally by fixing the bottom end of the drive shaft and
applying a static torque to the hub. The measured rotational deflection
gave an apparent torsional stiffness of 24,000 in-lbs/radian.
Rotating Blade Response
During the testing very little response was observed at the frequencies
where the blade modes were expected to be. These expectations were
based on natural frequency calculations for the isolated blade
configuration. Of significance is the fact that blade loads did not increase
as the blade edgewise frequency approached and crossed 2P near the 85%
diameter configuration. In fact, diameter change was found to be very
benign with no indication of blade load or vibration elevation due to
frequency crossings. This can be attributed, at least in part, to significant
coupling between the blades and the gimballed hub.
Figure 23 shows the results of a series of blade tap tests performed with
the blades installed on the rig for a range of blade diameters. The primary
blade modes are seen to increase in frequency as the blades are retracted.
For comparison purposes the results of the isolated blade tap tests are also
shown. It can be seen that the flatwise mode data agrees very well
between the two tests but the edgewise mode data is significantly
different. This shows that there is dynamic interaction between the blade
and the rig, particularly in the in-plane direction since the blade edgewise
mode is primarily in-plane.
Figure 24 shows an attempt to determine system natural frequencies from
operating data. The spectral data was obtained from the blade root
edgewise strain gages at low thrust, hover conditions. Peaks at non-
integer P-orders are labelled as operating spectra. The strain gage signals
were dominated by P-orders with the non-integer response levels
extremely small. There is not enough data to determine the characteristics
of the modes found, but it is clear that the system dynamics are quite
different from those of the isolated blades.
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Measured Blade Loads
Steady and vibratory blade bending and torsional moments were
measured by recording the signals from strain gages mounted at several
stations along the blade. The strain gages were calibrated directly in terms
of moment. Flatwise and edgewise gages were located at the 4.92, 12.30,
19.68, 26.08, and 36.90 inch stations. Torsional gages were located at the
4.92, 12.30, 19.68, and 31.98 inch stations. The signals from the strain
gages were passed through slip-rings and signal conditioning amplifiers
prior to being digitized and recorded by the computer. The digitizing was
synchronized to the rotor rotation. Each signal was sampled 32 times per
revolution, giving a maximum frequency resolution of 16P. Sixty-four
revolutions (slightly under 5 seconds) of data were recorded for each
steady-state test point.
Throughout the test the highest bending moments measured were at the
inner-most blade station. This is true for steady and vibratory moments in
both the flatwise and edgewise directions. The torsional moments were
quite small at all locations and were never close to their respective limits.
The maximum vibratory torsional moment measured during the entire test
was 14 in-lbs.
Figures 25 through 36 show the total vibratory root moments plotted
versus the non-dimensional thrust coefficient (CT/a)* for all the steady-
state points of the test. The data presented is the maximum vibratory
amplitude experienced during the data sample, that is half the difference
between the maximum and minimum values.
Figures 25 and 26 show the root moments for hover testing with the
blades fully extended (100% diameter). The first series of points was run
with the nacelle tilted four degrees above the cruise position in an effort to
minimize the wing lift caused by the rotor slipstream. The test was then
repeated with the nacelle in the normal hover position (90-deg Tilt). A
clear trend of increasing root moments with increasing thrust is evident.
It also appears that the orientation of the rotor with respect to the wing is
unimportant to the rotor loads. Analysis of this data shows it to be almost
purely 1P in frequency. Phasing of the 1P component is such that the
blade is horizontal (perpendicular to gravitational acceleration) when the
moments are at their extremes. The flatwise and edgewise moments
combine to give a resultant moment which is very close to the in-plane
direction. This holds true over the entire range of thrust.
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The dominance of 1P in the blade response, particularly in hover, suggests
that gravity loading could be the source of the excitation. The model was
oriented with the rotor shaft horizontal such that gravity causes a once-
per-revolution in-plane load on each blade. The magnitude of this load is
approximately 35 in-lbs at the 4.92-in station. Apparently one or more
system modes is close enough to the 1P frequency of 13.2 Hz to cause
substantial magnification. The highest in-plane 1P moment measured in
hover was about 450 in-lbs.
If gravity is the source of excitation in hover, it remains to explain why the
response increases so strongly with increasing rotor thrust. There is some
evidence that a blade mode exists somewhat above 1P, and that its
frequency decreases with increasing thrust, making it closer to 1P. It was
seen at about 15.9 Hz at low thrust and at 15 Hz at high thrust. This
relatively small frequency shift isn't enough to explain the large 1P
magnification, but it may be involved.
Figures 27 and 28 show comparable data for hover testing at 83 percent
diameter and Figures 29 and 30 are for 67 percent (minimum) diameter.
A dramatic reduction in vibratory root moments is seen for these reduced
diameter configurations. The 1P frequency component becomes less
dominant as the diameter is reduced. At 83 percent diameter 1P is only
about half of the total vibratory amplitude, and at 67 percent diameter the
1P is only about a quarter of the total. The remainder of the vibratory
moments are made up of 2P through 5P in various amounts, no single
frequency component being dominant.
Figures 31 and 32 show the test data for conversion testing at maximum
diameter. Each curve represents a particular combination of nacelle tilt
angle and equivalent full-scale velocity.
The trend of the data during conversion is similar to hover, that is an
increase in root vibratory moment with increasing thrust. Here the
increase was even sharper and higher loads were observed. Some test
points for the maximum diameter configuration were suspended when
blade moments exceeded limits that imposed safety factors of two on the
structure's steady and vibratory allowables. The characteristics of the data
are also similar to those seen in hover. The large root moments were again
dominated by IP and the resultant moment was essentially in-plane.
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Figures 33 and 34 show the conversion data for 85 percent diameter. As
in hover, the moments are greatly reduced from those at maximum
diameter. Here the testing was not restricted by loads, but rather by the
model control limitations illustrated in Figure 11.
Figures 35 and 36 are plots of the conversion and cruise testing with the
blades fully retracted. Here, as in hover at this diameter, the loads are
quite small with only moderate increases seen with thrust. For most of
these test points 2P is the largest frequency component, with I P and 3P
also prominent.
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Vibratory Flatwise Root Moments Versus (CT/a)*
for 67% Diameter
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Figure 30. Vibratory Edgewise Root Moments Versus (CT/o)*
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Calculated Blade Loads
One of the objectives of this contract was to correlate the measured blade
loads with their corresponding calculated values. Blade loads were
predicted for representative test points using Sikorsky's RDYNE analysis.
RDYNE is a time history aeroelastic analysis based on dynamic
substructures and aerodynamic components. The substructures are
assembled into a coupled system represented by a second order
differential equation matrix.
Tables 5 and 6 compare RDYNE predictions with test data. Predicted loads
are substantially lower and less dominated by 1P than the loads measured
during the test. This can be attributed to an incomplete understanding of
the coupled system dynamics for the analysis. This lack of an accurate
characterization of the rig's dynamic parameters compromised the
predicted results.
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Table 5. Experimental/Analytical Comparison
Maximum Diameter Hover, Condition 15.17
nnel Vel.
uiv. F.S. Vel.
Nacelle Tilt____.._
'hrust
ue
Collective
Als
Is
Flat Morn:
Mean
1P
2P
Root Chord Mom.___..._
Mean
V ibrat..._._
1P
2P
_st
Knots 0
Knots 0
De rees 9 0
Lbs 180.3
Ft-Lbs 88.8
De 17.57
De 0.25
De 1.43
In-Lbs 281.8
In-Lbs 218.4
In-Lbs 217.5
In-Lbs 3.6
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
Blade loads encountered during the course of this test are all well within
the allowable loads for the VDTR blade. Aeroelastic scaling of model blade
stiffnesses and loads results in the same conclusion for the full-scale design.
Figure 37 illustrates the range of blade flatwise and edgewise root steady
moments encountered during the test. The outer boundary line on this plot
illustrates the ultimate strength of the blade root-end based on component
testing. The inner line illustrates a moment level that is 50% of the
ultimate. This lower level was chosen as a conservative limit for this test.
Figure 38 illustrates the range of blade flatwise and edgewise vibratory
root moments encountered. Here the outer boundary indicates the root-
end section moment levels for infinite blade life based on the results of a
fatigue test. The inner line indicates moment levels of half that allowed for
infinite life. Again the inner boundary was used as a conservative limit for
this test. As shown in the figure, this boundary limited some of the
helicopter mode test conditions with the rotor fully extended.
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Table 6. Experimental/Analytical Comparison
Maximum Diameter Conversion, Condition 12.23
Parameter
Tunnel Vel.
Equiv. F.S. Vel.
Nacelle Tilt
Thrust
Torque
Collective
Als
Bls
Root Flat Morn:
Mean
Vibratory
1P
2P
Root Chord Mom:
Mean
Vibratory
1P
2P
Units
Knots
Knots
Degrees
Lbs
Ft-Lbs
De£
De£
De_
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
In-Lbs
Test Calculated
53 53
106 106
80 80
109.7 108.9
46.1 37.9
13.13 10.36
-3.06 0.18
7.63 5.51
84 166
208 200
204 90
12 142
-148 -12
589 435
559 243
66 254
Distributed blade vibratory moments for the maximum diameter rotor in a
helicopter flight mode are illustrated for a range of (CT/a)* values in
Figures 39a & b. Maximum blade loads were encountered early in
conversion with the rotor fully extended. Blade moments were found to
reduce significantly as rotor diameter was decreased in the process of
tiltrotor conversion.
Distributed blade vibratory moments for the 85% diameter rotor with the
nacelle tilted to 60 degrees for a range of (CT/a)* values are illustrated
for flight velocities of 60 and 107 knots in Figures 40a & b and
Figures 41a & b, respectively. Of significance is the fact that blade loads
did not increase near the 85% diameter configuration where the blade
edgewise frequency was expected to approach and cross 2P. In fact,
diameter change was found to be very benign with no indication of blade
load or vibration elevation due to frequency crossings.
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Distributed blade vibratory moments for the rotor at minimum diameter in
the cruise configuration for a range of (CT/a)* values are illustrated for
flight velocities of 190 and 290 knots in Figures 42a & b and
Figures 43a & b, respectively. All blade moments were at a very low level
in this configuration.
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Figure 37. Blade Root End Steady Moments
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Hover Performance
Hover performance was evaluated in the configuration shown in Figure 44.
Inherent during this portion of the test was an induced tunnel velocity due
to tunnel recirculation. This was not truly representative of hover, but
more representative of a vertical climb. To account for this in the figure of
merit (F.M.) calculations, climb power increments were subtracted from
the measured power. This increment was based on half the rate of change
of potential energy of the aircraft for the measured rate of climb (Ref.4).
Figure 45 illustrates the corrected F.M. values representative of a true
hover condition. The solid line in this figure represents hover F.M.
predicted by the EHPIC analysis (Refs. 5, 6). Test results corrected for
climb power reveal better hover performance than predicted (on the order
of 2 to 3 points) at low thrust levels with correlation improving at hover
thrust levels.
Figure 44. VDTR Model Installation for Hover Testing
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Cruise Performance
As illustrated in the test envelope shown in Figure 10, extensive data were
acquired in the cruise configuration for equivalent full-scale velocities
ranging from 150 to 325 knots. Figure 46 illustrates rotor cruise efficiency
(ratio of propulsive power to shaft power) as a function of (CT/t_)*.
Although the viability of performance data is questionable for reduced tip
speed testing due to Reynolds Number inconsistencies, cruise efficiencies as
calculated were showing good performance.
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Gust Resnonse
An important VDTR attribute revealed during earlier studies (Ref. 7) and
confirmed by this test is an impressive reduction in horizontal gust
response relative to conventional tiltrotors. Gust response is a major
concern in turbulent weather because the fixed diameter rotors of existing
tiltrotor aircraft are oversized in cruise and thus prone to high levels of
uncomfortable gust response.
Figure 47 reveals the horizontal gust loading measured during the test
scaled to a quasi-steady 30 fps gust. The gust response was evaluated by
first measuring thrust for a trimmed rotor condition and then increasing
and/or decreasing tunnel velocity and measuring thrust for the untrimmed
condition. The test data are compared to EHPIC predicted results for both a
conventional and a variable diameter tiltrotor. Correlation is good between
test data and predictions for the VDTR. The significantly higher gust
response for the conventional tiltrotor is attributed to increased blade area,
higher tip speed, lower blade pitch angles, and lower mean lift coefficients
relative to the VDTR.
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Control Power
Figure 48 illustrates collective control power measured for rotor diameters
of 100 and 85% and nacelle tilt angles of 60 and 80 degrees for equivalent
flight velocities of 60 and 106 knots. Four to five test points are illustrated
to establish collective control power. The data appears excellent with near
linear variations in thrust with collective for all conditions evaluated.
Control power derivatives appear nearly constant for the range of data
acquired.
Pitch control power evaluations were performed for rotor diameters
ranging from 100% to 66% and nacelle tilt angles of 0 to 80 degrees for
equivalent flight velocities of 60 to 290 knots. Command blade B ls
variations primarily affect gimbal pitching motion (als), hub pitching force
(Fx) and hub pitching moment (My). Figures 49a, b &c illustrate gimbal
als, hub Fx, and hub My, respectively, plotted against blade B ls. Three
to five data points were taken to construct each of the lines in these
figures. Only the end points are shown where a straight line
approximation closely fits the data.
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Gimbal als variation with blade Bls is fairly consistent regardless of
diameter and nacelle tilt as shown in Figure 49a. There is a small decrease
in the slope, Aals/ABls, as velocity increases. Figure 49b shows that hub
Fx variation with blade B ls tends to increase as nacelle angle increases and
velocity decreases for rotor diameters of 100% and 85%. At minimum
diameter in the cruise configuration, AFx/ABls is very similar to that for
the rotor in helicopter mode at an equivalent velocity of 60 knots. As
illustrated in Figure 49c, hub My variation with blade B ls is very small, as
you would expect with the very soft gimbal. In fact, the very small
magnitude variations in hub My are within the accuracy range of the
model balance. By far, the major pitching moment contribution to the
aircraft would be from the Fx force causing a pitching moment about the
aircraft center of gravity.
Roll control power evaluations were performed for similar variations in
rotor diameter (100%o to 66%) and nacelle tilt (0 to 80 degrees) and
equivalent flight velocities (60 to 290 knots). Command blade Als
variations primarily affect gimbal rolling motion (bls), hub lateral force
(Fy) and hub lateral moment (Mx). Figures 50a, b& c illustrate gimbal bls,
hub Fy, and hub Mx, respectively, plotted against blade Als. Again, three
to five data points were taken to construct each of the lines in these
figures. Only the end points are shown where a straight line
approximation closely fits the data.
Gimbal bls variation with blade Als is fairly consistent regardless of
nacelle tilt for diameters in the range from 100% to 80%, although there is
a tendency for Abls/AAls to increase at minimum diameter with
increasing velocity as shown in Figure 50a. Figure 50b shows that hub
Fy variation with blade Als is also fairly consistent for the higher rotor
diameters. AFy/AAls takes on a more negative magnitude as velocity
increases at minimum diameter. Hub moment variations with blade Als
is again small, as you would expect with the very soft gimbal (Figure 50c).
By far, the major lateral moment contribution to the aircraft would be
from the Fy force causing a lateral moment about the aircraft center of
gravity.
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CONCLUSIONS
This wind tunnel test successfully demonstrated the feasibility of the
Variable Diameter Rotor for tiltrotor aircraft with the demonstration of
satisfactory propulsive force and acceptable blade loads during tiltrotor
conversion with no instabilities. A wide range of test points were taken in
hover, conversion, and cruise modes.
In the conversion regime, a high propulsive force was demonstrated for
sustained flight with acceptable blade loads. The measured edgewise loads
were higher than the flatwise loads in the maximum diameter rotor
configuration. In cruise, the edgewise loads were low and remained
roughly constant with tunnel velocity while the flatwise loads increased
with velocity.
Although this model was not Mach-scaled, the measured cruise efficiencies
show promise for the VDTR concept. Furthermore, the hover F.M. values
showed good hover performance at levels better than predicted.
The VDTR demonstrated excellent gust response capabilities. The
horizontal gust response correlated well with predictions revealing less
than half the response to turbulence of the conventional civil tiltrotor.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Additional testing of the existing VDTR model should be performed on a
hover stand with the rotor plane oriented horizontally to verify the 1P
gravity effect observed with the wind tunnel installation. Future work is
also recommended in the areas of acoustics and performance. An
important advantage of the VDTR is expected low internal and external
noise and improved Category A capability. A Mach-scaled acoustic and
performance study of the VDTR is the next step in fully defining the
benefits of this rotor for an advanced tiltrotor vehicle.
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